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Spin relaxation studies of Li+ ion dynamics
in polymer gel electrolytes†

M. Brinkkötter,a M. Gouverneur,a P. J. Sebastião,b F. Vaca Chávezc and
M. Schönhoff*a

Two ternary polymer gel electrolyte systems are compared, containing either polyethylene oxide (PEO) or the

poly-ionic liquid poly(diallyldimethylammonium) bis(trifluoromethyl sulfonyl)imide (PDADMA-TFSI). Both gel types

are based on the ionic liquid 1-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethyl sulfonyl)imide (P14TFSI) and LiTFSI.

We study the influence of the polymers on the local lithium ion dynamics at different polymer concentrations

using 7Li spin–lattice relaxation data in dependence on frequency and temperature. In all cases the relaxation

rates are well described by the Cole–Davidson motional model with Arrhenius dependence of the correlation

time and a temperature dependent quadrupole coupling constant. For both polymers the correlation times are

found to increase with polymer concentration. The activation energy of local motions slightly increases with

increasing PEO concentration, and slightly decreases with increasing PDADMA-TFSI concentration. Thus the

local Li+ motion is reduced by the presence of either polymer; however, the reduction is less effective in the

PDADMA+ samples. We thus conclude that mechanical stabilization of a liquid electrolyte by a polymer can be

achieved at a lower decrease of Li+ motion when a cationic polymer is used instead of PEO.

1. Introduction

One of the key challenges of our time is the development of new
energy storage systems. Problems of today’s lithium-ion-batteries are
the lack of stability, leakage, high vapor pressure and flammability of
the organic solvent employed in the electrolyte.1 As alternatives new
electrolytes like ionic liquids are investigated.2–4 According to the
definition ionic liquids are liquid below 100 1C; thus there is still the
problem of a possible leakage. The use of solid polymer electrolytes
(SPE) is one possibility to overcome this issue, but the problem of
these systems is often the low conductivity.5–7 A promising strategy is
thus to combine ionic liquids and polymer electrolytes to form
the so-called polymer gel electrolytes in order to combine the
advantages of both systems.8,9 Ionic liquids exhibit high con-
ductivity because of their liquid structure and polymer electro-
lytes are mechanically very stable systems due to their polymer
network. Prototypes of polymer gel electrolyte batteries have
already been developed10 and fundamental studies of the ion
transport aim at optimizing the Li+ mobility in spite of mechanical
stability of the material.11–14

Most commonly, polyethylene oxide (PEO) is used in polymer
electrolytes, due to the favorable interaction with the lithium

ion, which leads to enhancement of salt dissociation.15 Either
one or two chains of PEO may be involved in its coordination
with Li+ ions through ether oxygens.14 The lithium is complexed
by 4–5 EO-groups, if one chain is involved, and the coordination
consists of 2–3 EO-groups from each chain, if the coordination
is through two chains. Diddens et al. calculated the distance of
Li+–OPEO and Li+–OTFSI

� as around 2 Å using radial distribution
functions.16 The binding of the PEO is effective, because the polymer
is a polydentate ligand. Thus the chelate effect favors the binding to
the ion. The coordination structure is crown-ether like and the
polymer is able to build a helical structure around lithium.17

Instead of using a neutral polymer, which directly coordinates
to the lithium ion, another possibility is the use of a cationic
polymer, which may influence the lithium ion dynamics indirectly
through the interaction with the anion. Pont et al. investigated
ternary gel electrolyte systems consisting of the cationic polymer
poly(diallyldimethylammonium) (PDADMA+), an ionic liquid
and a lithium salt.18 The polymer PDADMA+ has good thermal
properties, a wide electrochemical stability window (close to 7.0 V),18

good mechanical properties and high chemical stability.19

Moreover, Jeremias et al. showed that the corresponding monomer,
DADMA-TFSI, is an ionic liquid with state of the art properties.20

From suitable ionic liquid mixtures UV-induced polymerization
of DADMA+ allows the in situ formation of polymer electrolytes
of desired composition.20

In view of such advantageous properties the question is
whether PDADMA+ can compete with PEO to form an optimal
compromise in polymer gel electrolytes, where mechanical
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stability is desired while enabling high Li+ mobility. The strategy
with either polymer is rather opposite: PEO enhances Li+ salt
dissociation via direct coordination interaction with Li+ and can
thus enhance Li+ transport. On the other hand, a polycation can
be viewed as a competitor for the interaction with the anions,
which might have indirect beneficial effects. Recently Bhandary
et al. compared gel electrolyte systems consisting of PDADMA+

or PMMA and focused on the comparison of the influence of these
polymers on the ion diffusivity. They observed higher DLi/DF ratios
for PDADMA+ in comparison to PMMA and attributed this to a
partial breaking of lithium-anion clusters caused by PDADMA+.13

This enhancement of Li+ ion motion partly compensates the
decrease of lithium diffusion caused by polymer addition.12

In our present work we describe the local molecular motions
of the lithium ion with NMR longitudinal spin relaxation rates.
We perform temperature-dependent relaxation measurements
to obtain activation energies. In addition, Larmor frequency-
dependent relaxation measurements are carried out to analyze
different time scales. Using the combination of temperature-
dependent and frequency-dependent measurements, fit attempts
with different motional models underlying the spin relaxation
process are performed. Analysis of the resulting motional correlation
times of lithium allows a detailed comparison of the two different
strategies in terms of the influence of the respective polymer type on
lithium ion dynamics. We finally show that the local lithium ion
motional correlation time is increased in both systems by the
restrictions caused by the polymer network, but this effect is partly
compensated by PDADMA+ due to a decrease of the coordination
strength of the anion to the lithium ion.

2. Materials and methods
Materials

The polymers poly(diallyldimethylammonium)chloride (PDADMAC,
aqueous solution, 20 wt%, Mw = 100.000–200.000 g mol�1), poly-
ethylene oxide (PEO, Mv = 200.000 g mol�1) and lithium-
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI, Z99%) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich. The salt was dried for 24 h at 120 1C under
vacuum before use. The ionic liquid N-butyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium-
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (P14TFSI, 98.5%) was purchased
from Fluka Analytical and it was dried for 24 h at 120 1C under
vacuum before use.

To synthesize PDADMA-TFSI an anion exchange was per-
formed as described by Pont et al.18 PDADMAC (20 wt%, 10 mL)
was mixed with an aqueous solution of LiTFSI (0.1 mol L�1,
100 mL) and stirred for 4 h. The white precipitate of PDADMA-
TFSI was filtered and washed with ultrapure water (Millipore).
Afterwards it was freeze-dried for one week and subsequently
dried in vacuum for 48 h at 100 1C. All the chemicals were
stored in a glove box under an argon atmosphere.

The components of the gel electrolyte, see Scheme 1, were
mixed in a glove box and dissolved in acetone. The mixtures
were stirred for 24 h and dried at 60 1C for 24 h and after
that dried under vacuum at 100 1C for 48 h to remove acetone.

The samples were filled into the NMR-tubes in the glove box.
Finally, the tubes were evacuated and then flame sealed.

The composition x : y : z denotes samples with x mol P14TFSI,
y mol polymer (per monomer), z mol LiTFSI, and the [EO]/[Li]
ratios are given in Table 1. Additionally, a reference sample
without polymer was also prepared.

NMR experiments

The NMR measurements at 7Li Larmor frequencies of 10.1 MHz
and 26.4 MHz were performed at Instituto Superior Técnico in
Lisbon on a variable field iron-core BRUKER BE-30 electro-
magnet operating up to 2.4 T equipped with BRUKER probe
arms. The temperature was controlled using a copper/constantan
thermocouple with a precision of 0.3 1C. NMR measurements at
155.5 MHz were performed at the University of Münster on a
BRUKER AVANCE 400 spectrometer. The probe head ‘‘Diff30’’ with
a variable temperature RF-coil insert for 7Li (BRUKER) was used. The
temperature was controlled using a GMH 3710 controller with a
PT100 thermocouple (Greisinger Electronics, Germany). For all
frequencies, the inversion-recovery pulse sequence was chosen for
the longitudinal spin relaxation measurements. In all cases the raw
data are well described by a single exponential (eqn (1)), where T1 is
the longitudinal relaxation time, t the variable delay and Mz the
magnetization. The resulting T1 values were reproducible within 5%
error. The fitting of temperature- and frequency-dependent
relaxation rates was done using a non-linear least squares minimiza-
tion method and a web-browser interface provided by FITTEIA.21

Mz ¼Mz
0 1� 2 exp � t

T1

� �� �
(1)

Scheme 1 Polymer gel electrolytes: top: PDADMA+-based gels, bottom:
PEO-based gels.

Table 1 [EO]/[Li] ratio for the gel electrolyte samples containing PEO

Sample [EO]/[Li] ratio Sample [EO]/[Li] ratio

PEO 20 : 02 : 4 1 : 2 PEO 04 : 20 : 4 10 : 2
PEO 20 : 10 : 4 5 : 2 PEO 20 : 15 : 2 15 : 2
PEO 20 : 20 : 4 10 : 2 PEO 20 : 20 : 2 20 : 2
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Theory: BPP and CD model

To analyze the relaxation rate in more detail, the motional
correlation time tc was calculated using the model of Bloembergen,
Purcell and Pound (BPP).22 The BPP model assumes an isotropic
and random motion with one correlation time tc. The correlation
time can describe different types of motions; for example, for 7Li
these may be random translational jumps. The BPP model
is valid in the Redfield limit tc { T1,2 and is based on an
exponential autocorrelation function. The Fourier transform of
this correlation function gives the spectral density J(o). The real
part of the Fourier transform is a Lorentzian function of the
frequency (eqn (2)).

JðoÞ ¼
ð1
0

GðtÞ expð�iotÞdt ¼ tc
1þ o2tc2

(2)

The relaxation rate R1 can be described by eqn (3):

R1 �
1

T1
¼ A J o0ð Þ þ 4J 2o0ð Þð Þ (3)

A is a prefactor containing the coupling constant of the
nucleus. With the assumptions of a BPP model, eqn (2) and
(3) give eqn (4):

R1 ¼
1

T1
¼ A

tc
1þ o0

2tc2
þ 4tc
1þ 4o0

2tc2

� �
(4)

If quadrupolar interaction is dominating the spin relaxation
processes, the prefactor A depends on the local interaction of
the 7Li quadrupole moment with the electric field gradients.
The prefactor can describe the symmetry of the environment of
the nuclei.23 When the electric field gradient (EFG) is axially
symmetric, A can be described by eqn (5):23

Aquad ¼
3p
100

2I þ 3

I2ð2I � 1ÞQ
2 (5)

In this expression Q is the quadrupole coupling constant, I the
spin quantum number and ZA the asymmetry parameter of the
EFG. If dipolar relaxation is relevant as a mechanism for spin
relaxation, the corresponding prefactor A is

Adipol ¼
9m0

2g4�h2

128p2r6
(6)

Here, m0 is the magnetic permittivity constant, g the gyromagnetic
ratio, �h the reduced Planck constant and r describes the distance
to other nuclei. Independent of the relaxation mechanism,
according to eqn (4) the maximum value of R1 is achieved when

o0tc E 0.616. (7)

With the R1 value at the maximum the prefactor A can be
calculated from eqn (4). Assuming an Arrhenius behavior of the
correlation time, t0 and the activation energy EA can be determined
using eqn (8):

tc ¼ t0 exp
EA

RT

� �
(8)

In many cases, however, the BPP model does not explain the
experimental results. An alternative approach, the Cole–Davidson

(CD) model, assumes a distribution of correlation times.24,25 The
corresponding spectral density is given by eqn (9):

JCD ¼
2

o0

sin e arctan o0tc;CD
� �� �

1þ o0
2tc;CD2

� �e
2

2
4

3
5 (9)

where the exponent e (0 o e o 1) describes the width of the
distribution. If the nucleus in question might exist in several
sites with different mobility, superpositions of CD and/or BPP
contributions may yield a suitable description of relaxation
data. Alternatively, spin relaxation can even be described with
further motional models, which are not used in this work (see
the overview given by Beckmann25). The fitting of the data was
done using the FITTEIA software.21

3. Results and discussion

To gain information about the local lithium ion dynamics and
about the local activation energy, temperature and frequency
dependent T1 measurements were performed. The inversion
recovery curves can be well fitted with a single exponential. As
the lithium ions can be coordinated by different numbers of
TFSI�-anions, it can be assumed that there is not only one
environment of the lithium ions. Thus it can be concluded that
a fast exchange averaged environment and averaged correlation
times are observed.

In Fig. 1 temperature dependent relaxation rates R1 of 7Li are
shown. The results corresponding to the PEO samples at three
different frequencies (10.1 MHz (a), 26.4 MHz (b), 155.5 MHz
(c)) are shown at the top, and the PDADMA+ measurements at
the same frequencies are shown at the bottom. The maximum
of R1 is observable in the measured temperature range for all
samples.

The correlation time of a Li nucleus can be quantified via
the relaxation rate maximum R1,max.26 Variations of the value of
R1,max indicate a change of the value of the prefactor, which can
be attributed to changes of the chemical environment of the
nucleus. If R1,max is shifted to lower temperatures, the motional
correlation time is decreased and if R1,max is shifted to higher
temperatures, the correlation time is increased.

PEO-based gel electrolytes

We will first turn to the results for the PEO-based gels and
discuss them qualitatively. The [EO] : [Li] ratio is given in Table 1
for the different polymer concentrations.

At lower frequencies (Fig. 1a and b) R1,max is not shifting if
PEO is added, indicating that the local ion mobility is not
changing. Moreover R1,max is increasing for higher polymer
contents which indicates a change of the local environment.
R1,max is hardly changing if the samples 20 : 20 : 4 PEO and
4 : 20 : 4 PEO are compared, which implies that the local
environment is mainly influenced by the [EO] : [Li] ratio.

Without polymer, it can be expected that the lithium ion is
coordinated by the oxygens of the anions. If PEO is added, this
coordination can be partially replaced by the ethylene oxide
groups and as a result the local environment is changing.
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If quadrupolar relaxation is assumed, these changes can be
attributed to variations of the EFG. Without polymer the lithium
ion is probably rather symmetrically coordinated by the anions.

If PEO is added, the polymer chain is also coordinating to
Li+, which can lead to an asymmetric coordination, changing
the EFG at the site of the Li ion and thus leading to an increase
of R1,max. This is in agreement with contact ion pairs coordinated
to PEO, which are discussed by Kunze et al. in salt-in-polymer
electrolyte systems.27

At the two low frequencies no shift and an increase of R1,max

is observed with increasing polymer concentration. However, at
155.5 MHz (Fig. 1c), R1,max is not increasing with polymer
concentration indicating that the local environment is not
changing, whereas the position of R1,max is shifted to lower
temperatures showing that the lithium correlation time is
decreasing for increasing polymer concentrations. Such a shift
of R1,max with increasing polymer content was also observed by
Chung et al. at 104.6 MHz by analyzing different polymer
concentrations in PEO–LiTFSI systems28 and by Gorecki et al.
at 95 MHz by studying a polypropylene glycol LiCF3SO3 system.29

The data of the sample 20 : 02 : 4 PEO at 155.5 MHz are quite
similar to the data of the reference sample. This means that
small amounts of polymer at an [EO] : [Li] ratio of 1 : 2 do not
have a significant influence on the local environment of the
lithium ion.

The effects of increasing polymer concentration at 155.5 MHz
are in contrast to those at 10.1 MHz and at 26.4 MHz. At 155.5 MHz
R1,max is shifting with an increasing polymer concentration
indicating a change of the local mobility and at the lower frequencies

R1,max is increasing without a significant shift, implying a change of
the local environment. A possible explanation of this contrast is that
at different frequencies different molecular motions are detected
which are influenced to a different extent by the polymer.

PDADMA+-based gel electrolytes

The relaxation data of the samples containing PDADMA-TFSI
are shown at the bottom of Fig. 1. The samples were measured
at 10.1 MHz (d), 26.4 MHz (e) and 155.5 MHz (f). At each
frequency, R1,max is only slightly decreasing with increasing
polymer content and thus the local environment of the lithium
ion is only slightly changing. Furthermore, R1,max is shifted to
higher temperatures for increasing polymer content indicating
that the correlation time is increasing. At low polymer concentrations
(20 : 02 : 4 PDADMA) this trend is not yet pronounced, implying
a negligible influence of the polymer.

If a high amount of polymer with the composition 04 : 20 : 4
is used, R1,max is increased indicating that the local environment is
changing. This might indicate a disturbance of the lithium TFSI�

interaction by the presence of a high polymer concentration. Due
to its positive charge, no direct lithium coordination is expected
for PDADMA+. Although the lithium ion is still coordinated by the
oxygens of the TFSI� anion, an indirect influence of the cationic
polymer on the lithium ion through the interaction with the anion
can be expected. Therefore PDADMA+ can change the structure of
lithium TFSI� clusters and thus change the local mobility of the
lithium ion and even slightly change the local environment.

As the polymer PDADMA+ has nearly the same structure as
the cation of the ionic liquid, changes of the local interactions

Fig. 1 Temperature dependent lithium relaxation rates R1 at different frequencies. PEO based gels at 10.1 MHz (a), at 26.4 MHz (b) and at 155.5 MHz (c).
PDADMA+ based gels at 10.1 MHz (d), at 26.4 MHz (e) and at 155.5 MHz (f). The composition x : y : z denotes samples with x mol P14TFSI, y mol polymer,
and z mol LiTFSI. The lines are guides to the eyes.
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can be attributed to steric restrictions of the monomers caused
by the polymer chain. A similar general trend of the shift of
R1,max in dependence of the polymer concentration was also
observed by Gouverneur et al. at 155.5 MHz.12

Data analysis by the BPP or CD model

To obtain information about the activation energy and the
correlation time, temperature-dependent relaxation rates were
fitted using either the BPP or the CD model. To fit the 7Li
relaxation rates an Arrhenius behavior for the correlation time
or alternatively a Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann (VTF)30 behavior
was assumed. Better results were obtained using Arrhenius
behavior, and thus all following fits were performed assuming
this type of temperature dependence for the correlation time.

The global fit of the 7Li relaxation data of the reference
sample is shown in Fig. 2. The data were fitted using the same
parameters of the BPP model (A, EA, t0) for the three frequencies
(see eqn (4) and (8)). The agreement of the measured data and
the fit is insufficient, which is mainly due to an increased or
decreased maximum of the fit in comparison to the measured
data. The same trend is also observed for the other samples.

Another possibility is to fit the data with the Cole–Davidson
model, eqn (9). As shown in Fig. 3, the deviation of the fit and
the measured data is again large. 7Li has a spin quantum number of
I = 3/2 and so possesses a quadrupole moment. Therefore both
dipolar and quadrupolar relaxation might contribute to spin
relaxation. We tried to use models including dipolar relaxation
or cross relaxation to fit the data, but it was not possible to
obtain reasonable results with these assumptions (see ESI,†
Sections B and C). Furthermore, in the literature, in similar
systems quadrupolar relaxation is known to be the dominant
mechanism for 7Li spin relaxation.28,31,32

Data analysis with temperature dependence of the chemical
environment

As shown in Fig. 2 and 3 the main mismatch between the fit
and the data is given by an increasing or decreasing maximum.

Therefore a temperature dependent prefactor Aquad is introduced
into the model. Aquad is mainly influenced by the chemical environ-
ment and thus its temperature dependence implies temperature
dependence of the chemical environment. As the maximum is
shifted to higher temperatures, one might expect changes of the
chemical environment due to breaking of clusters and changes of
the intermolecular environment at higher temperatures.

In Fig. 4 the BPP fits of the data of the samples 20 : 10 : 4 PEO
and 20 : 10 : 4 PDADMA are shown as an example using the
linear temperature dependence of Aquad. Additionally, we tested
exponential and also sigmoidal temperature dependence of
Aquad, but the best results were obtained using the linear
temperature dependence Aquad = a�T + b, where a and b are
also adjustable parameters.

CD model including a temperature dependent prefactor

The fitting can be further improved if the CD model with a
temperature dependent prefactor is used. The fits for the
samples 20 : 10 : 4 PEO and 20 : 10 : 4 PDADMA are shown in
Fig. 5 as an example. The fits of the other samples can be found
in the ESI,† Section A.

As shown, the fit of the data is further improved with this
model indicating that the chemical environment of the nucleus
depends on the temperature and that a distribution of environments
of the nucleus is observed. The values obtained for Aquad and the
temperature dependent quadrupolar coupling constant Q are given
in Table 2.

Although in liquids one would expect a decrease of the quad-
rupole coupling constant with the increase of the temperature due
to the averaging at higher temperatures, an increase of the
coupling constant in the range of 0.01–0.08 kHz K�1 was observed
in this work as a result of the variation of Aquad with temperature.
Although unexpected, in the literature similar coupling constant
increase effects have already been described for other systems:
Ludwig et al. had found a linear increase of the deuteron
quadrupole coupling constant of water in a water and dimethyl
sulfoxide mixture of 0.08 kHz K�1 in the temperature range
from 188 K to 308 K.33 In liquid ammonia a linear temperature
dependence of 0.1 kHz K�1 was determined by Hardy et al. for
the deuteron quadrupole coupling constant in the temperature

Fig. 2 R1 data of the reference sample 20 : 00 : 4 and global fit for all
frequencies with the BPP model.

Fig. 3 R1 data of the reference sample 20 : 00 : 4 and global fit for all
frequencies with the CD model.

Fig. 4 R1 data of the samples 20 : 10 : 4 PEO (top) and 20 : 10 : 4 PDADMA
(bottom) and global fit for all frequencies with the BPP model of the data.
The linear temperature dependence of Aquad is used to fit the data.
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range from 237 K up to 293 K.34 A linear temperature dependence
of the 7Li quadrupolar coupling constant of 0.05 kHz K�1 above
330 K was found by Arun et al. in an intercalated polymer
electrolyte (IPE), Cd0.75PS3Li0.5(PEO).35

Further examples of the increase of the quadrupole coupling
constant in liquids can be found elsewhere.36,37

The increase of the quadrupole coupling constant with
temperature can be explained by different mechanisms. Halstead
proposed that an increase of the quadrupole coupling constant
may occur for light atoms, since temperature determines the
range of different coordination environments that are thermally
sampled.38 The EFG might vary in the region around the nucleus
and therefore the time average might depend on the region in
which the nucleus moves. As the Brownian motion of the nucleus
is temperature dependent the time average of the electric field
gradient might be temperature dependent and as a result also the
quadrupole coupling constant.

On the other hand, Arun et al. explained the temperature-
dependence of A by changes in the time average of the EFG using an
anisotropic quantum oscillator model.35 Other possible explanations
are a change of the EFG induced by a change of the atomic
coordinates or induced by a change of the electron density
distribution.39

In our system, a change of the electron density distribution
might occur, induced by a change of the coordination structure
of the lithium ion. If at higher temperatures the distance of
certain nearest neighbors to the lithium ion is reduced, steric
hindrance might increase the distance of other nearest neighbors
to the lithium ion, which would increase the asymmetry of the
coordination. Therefore the temperature dependence of Aquad

might be induced not only by the temperature dependence of the

quadrupolar coupling constant, but also by the slight temperature
dependence of the asymmetry parameter.

The lowest prefactor was found in the reference sample (see
Table 2) indicating a more isotropic coordination of the lithium
ion in comparison to the samples with polymer. Aquad was
found to increase with increasing polymer concentrations, which
implies that the symmetry of the lithium coordination decreases
when polymer is added. Chung et al. measured a polypropylene
oxide sample with different amounts of LiCF3SO3 and calculated
the values of Aquad from 2.6 � 109 s�2 up to 3.4 � 109 s�2

assuming BPP behavior of 7Li spin relaxation.28 The order of
magnitude and the trend with increasing polymer content are
very similar to our system (see Table 2).

CD and BPP contribution with a temperature dependent
prefactor

The quality of the fit can be further improved by a model
involving superposition of the CD and BPP contribution, each
including a temperature dependent prefactor Aquad (see ESI,†
Section D). The resulting parameters are given in Tables S2–S5
(ESI†). For all polymer samples, the CD contribution is the
dominant one (compare the respective values of Aquad in Table S2
(ESI†) to those of the BPP contribution in Table S4 (ESI†)).
The trend of the parameters describing this dominant CD
contribution (see Table S3, ESI†) is in agreement with that of
the model employing only the CD contribution (see Table 3).
For the BPP part of the fit the contribution to the relaxation rate
is low and therefore the quality of these fitting results might be
insufficient.

As for the reference sample, a very good fit can already be
obtained with one CD contribution including a temperature
dependent prefactor, see Fig. S1 (ESI†), or with two BPP con-
tributions, see data in Table S3 (ESI†) with e = 1; thus using CD
and BPP contribution will overparametrize the relaxation data.

We conclude that in the polymer samples there might be a
minor contribution of Li in a site with different correlation
times, leading to a slight deviation of the CD fit from the data in
Fig. 5 and Fig. S1 (ESI†), but its contribution to the relaxation rate
is too small to allow for a detailed analysis. Thus, we restrict the
discussion to the fit parameters of the CD model given in Table 3.

Interpretation of the 7Li dynamics

The values of the activation energy EA, the correlation time t0

and the factor e obtained from the CD model with a temperature-
dependent prefactor are presented in Table 3. The width parameter

Fig. 5 R1 data of the samples 20 : 10 : 4 PEO (top) and 20 : 10 : 4 PDADMA
(bottom) and global fit for all frequencies with the CD model of the data.
The linear temperature dependence of Aquad is used to fit the data.

Table 2 Fit parameters a, b and the temperature-dependent prefactor Aquad = a�T + b for the CD model. As examples, values of Aquad at 298 K (A298) and
at 373 K (A373) are shown. The quadrupolar coupling constant Q is calculated at 298 K and 373 K

Sample a/s�2 K�1 b/s�2 A298/s�2 Q298/kHz A373/s�2 Q373/kHz

20 : 00 : 4 reference 4.9 � 106 �8.1 � 108 6.5 � 108 11 1.0 � 109 14
20 : 10 : 4 PEO 4.8 � 106 �4.6 � 108 9.7 � 108 14 1.6 � 109 18
20 : 20 : 4 PEO 4.8 � 106 �2.9 � 107 1.4 � 109 17 1.6 � 109 18
20 : 10 : 4 PDADMA 8.8 � 106 �1.7 � 109 8.9 � 108 13 1.3 � 109 16
20 : 20 : 4 PDADMA 9.4 � 106 �1.9 � 109 9 � 108 13 1.8 � 109 19
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e describes the distribution of the correlation time. If e is lower, the
distribution of the correlation time is broader.

The value of e is decreasing for increasing polymer concen-
tration, which can be attributed to an increasing heterogeneity
of cluster structures with increasing polymer content. Since for the
PDADMA+ samples it is expected that the lithium ions remain
coordinated by the oxygens of the anions independent of the
polymer concentration, the heterogeneity might be caused by
polymer induced steric constraints on the local ionic arrangement,
modifying for example neighbor distances. As a result these
constraints increase the distribution width of lithium ion
correlation times.

For the PEO samples the increasing heterogeneity might be
induced more directly by the polymer, since lithium ions are
coordinated probably by varying numbers of ethylene oxide
groups and anions, respectively. Thus PEO not only changes the
EFG of the lithium environment, due to the replacement of
the anions by the ethylene oxide groups, but also increases the
heterogeneity of the local lithium ion mobility. The activation
energy of the lithium is only slightly increasing if PEO is added,
indicating that the addition of PEO is not strongly influencing
the local characteristics. The correlation time is increasing if
PEO is added which might be attributed to the restriction of the
movement caused by the polymer network. Similarly, an increase
of the correlation time was also observed for the PDADMA+

system. There, the increase of the correlation time was already
indicated by the shift of R1,max in dependence of the polymer
concentration. The increase of t0 for higher amount of polymer
can be attributed to the restriction of the movement caused by
the chains.

In spite of the increase of the correlation time, the activation
energy is decreasing with increasing PDADMA+ concentrations.
This might be caused by the ability of PDADMA+ to interact
with the anion and thereby locally change the lithium anion
cluster structure, which might decrease the activation energy.
This seemingly ambiguous result of a decrease of the activation
energy and a simultaneous increase of the correlation time
might be attributed to the restrictions caused by the polymer.
The correlation time tc is increasing as the decrease of the
activation energy only partly compensates the increase of
the correlation time caused by the restriction by the polymer.
The increase of tc indicates that in addition to the long range
dynamics the local ion dynamics is also affected by the polymer
chains.

Previously, by assuming a BPP behavior for the temperature
dependent spin lattice relaxation rate, Gouverneur et al. had
obtained for 7Li an increase of the correlation time and a decrease
of the activation energy for increasing PDADMA+ concentrations at
155.5 MHz which is consistent with our findings.12

Bhandary et al. compared the polymer effect of two types of
polymers, a cationic and an acrylate polymer, on the lithium ion
transport in liquid electrolytes by diffusion measurements.13 The
data implied a breaking of lithium TFSI� clusters upon PDADMA+

addition and therefore PDADMA+ was found to partly compensate
the reduction of the lithium ion diffusivity induced by viscosity
enhancement following polymer addition. In conclusion, PDADMA+

was considered a more suitable polymer than PMMA for combining
high Li+ mobility (i.e. short tc) with mechanical stability in gel
electrolyte systems.

In this work a similar comparison between a neutral,
coordinating polymer (PEO) and the cationic polymer PDADMA+

based on spin relaxation is presented. Our results show that the
correlation time of the lithium ion is increased if either PEO or
PDADMA+ is added to a liquid electrolyte, due to the chain
rigidity. However, the local activation energy decreases if PDADMA+

is added and increases if PEO is added. This demonstrates that
PDADMA+ is partly compensating and PEO is not compensating the
decrease of the lithium ion mobility caused by polymer addition.
Our results demonstrate that PDADMA+ is not only more suitable
than an acrylate polymer for gel electrolyte systems, but also
better suited than PEO in terms of rendering Li ions mobile in a
gel system.

The activation energies shown in Table 3, obtained by 7Li
spin relaxation, can be compared to those reported for similar
polymer gel electrolytes. Gouverneur et al. obtained local lithium
activation energies from 15 to 20 kJ mol�1 in ternary PDADMATFSI
systems.12 Similar activation energies were also obtained for salt-
in-polymer electrolytes. Kunze et al. found local lithium activation
energies from 13 kJ mol�1 up to 18 kJ mol�1 in polysiloxane-based
salt-in-polymer electrolytes measuring at two frequencies and
using a CD model.40 Moreover, Hayamizu et al. analyzed a cross-
linked poly(ethylene oxide–propylene oxide) random copolymer
doped with LiTFSI and found local lithium activation energies
of 22.3 kJ mol�1 and 24.3 kJ mol�1.41 The activation energies in
these systems are different from the activation energies in our
gels. The differences can mainly be attributed to the choice of
the frequencies and the used relaxation model. Gouverneur
et al. and Hayamizu et al. used the BPP model for measurements
at 155.5 MHz and 77.63 MHz, respectively. Furthermore Kunze
et al. used the CD model for measurements at 77.7 MHz and
155.5 MHz, while in our present work the CD model with a
temperature dependent prefactor is used. However, if the BPP
model is applied to our experimental data obtained at 155.5 MHz,
activation energies of 18 kJ mol�1 and 20 kJ mol�1 for the
samples 20 : 10 : 4 PDADMA and 20 : 10 : 4 PEO are obtained,
respectively. These activation energies are in agreement with
data available in the literature. This shows that the local activation
energy is frequency and model dependent; however, within one
system, small but distinct differences between various investigated
samples can be identified.

Table 3 Values of the width parameter e, the activation energy EA and
correlation time t using the CD model with a temperature dependent
prefactor. As examples, values of the correlation time t0 at 298 K (t298) and
at 373 K (t373) are given

Sample e t0/s
EA/kJ
mol�1 t298/s t373/s

20 : 00 : 4 reference 0.43 2.6 � 10�14 31 6.4 � 10�9 5.3 � 10�10

20 : 10 : 4 PEO 0.25 3.6 � 10�14 32 1.3 � 10�8 1.7 � 10�9

20 : 20 : 4 PEO 0.16 4.2 � 10�14 32 1.6 � 10�8 3.0 � 10�9

20 : 10 : 4 PDADMA 0.19 1.5 � 10�13 29 1.8 � 10�8 9.7 � 10�10

20 : 20 : 4 PDADMA 0.16 4.1 � 10�13 28 2.9 � 10�8 1.2 � 10�9
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4. Conclusion

In this work we studied the influence of polymers on the local
dynamics and the local environment of the lithium ion in polymer
gel electrolytes using frequency and temperature dependent T1

relaxation measurements. We compared two different types of
polymers, the cationic polymer PDADMA+ and the neutral polymer
PEO; the latter is known to interact with Li ions in crown ether type
of structures.

We were able to fit the lithium relaxation data assuming the
CD model with Arrhenius behavior of the correlation times and
a temperature dependent quadrupole coupling constant. The
latter is modeled and is found to increase linearly with temperature.
Since the correlation time of the lithium ions increased with
addition of polymer, the polymer was shown to restrict the local
motion of the lithium. Thus, the local Li ion dynamics is not
completely decoupled from the viscosity of the samples. Local
lithium activation energies between 28 kJ mol�1 and 32 kJ mol�1

were calculated for the different samples using the CD model
with a temperature dependent prefactor. The local activation
energy was slightly increased when PEO was added and slightly
decreased in the case of addition of PDADMA+. Thus, at a local
scale it is more efficient to use a cationic polymer to achieve a short
lithium ion correlation time, because it induces fragmentation of
lithium-anion clusters, than to use a neutral polymer which can
directly interact via coordination interaction with the lithium ion. In
summary, the addition of any of these polymers leads to an increase
of the local lithium ion correlation time. However, this effect is
more compensated by favourable interactions in the case of
PDADMA+ in comparison to PEO.

Interesting further aspects concern the local environment of
the lithium ion as interpreted from temperature-dependent
values of Aquad. With polymer addition, the local lithium ion
coordination equilibrium becomes more heterogeneous and
the anisotropy of the lithium environment is further enhanced
by temperature.
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